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Abstract 

A lot of actual scientific and technical problems of buildings of different constructions connect 
with the researching processes of spreading waves in them; the calculation blow of influences to the 
structure elements with the researching penetrate appearance and destruction. The thesis  has 
theoretical character with the practical using. For the first time it is considered and decided two-
measured task about spreading waves in elastic environments under the action of cylindrical 
switching on. The solution of problems represent sums of some integrals; some of them with the 
singular integrals we bring together ellepthical, the others with the regular integrand functions led to 
uncertain during unlimited growth. 

The formed decision consists of 2 parts, lach of them at explosive front of waves are similar to 
certain kind of waves with the characteristic velocity but with the growing in the both parts of 
decision there are properties of both kinds of waves. If we take into consideration the speed 
importance of spreading longitudinal and diametrical waves in different kinds, there was learned the 
speed modofication of environment parts according to time at different distances from switching on. 
On this work at the same time was reseached dynamics of structure in the case of cylindr with the 
oscillation. 

There was researced the blow task of circular cylindr to motionless bar. There was made up the 
picture of spreading the waves deformation according to the axle of cylindr and was given 
explonation of theoretical observing of waves appearance. The results can effectively be used at 
calculation of construction seismicfirmness and structure and at the same time it different fields of 
seismology and dynamics of solid deformation. 
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We consider a two-dimensional problem on seismic wave propogation in different elastic 
medium. The solutions of some analytical problems by numerical methods are known. In this paper 
we construct an analytical solution on instant application of speed to the cylinder with its some 
subsequent change. 

The displacements u and v in polar system of coordinates are represented in the following form [1] 
 

                                                          (1) 

 
where r, θ are polar coordinates; ϕ and ψ are functions satisfying the following wave equations 
 

 

a, b are “extension” and “distortion” wave velocities, Δ is a laplacian operator, t is time. We 
can represent the solution of these wave equations in Laplace-Karson transform respondent to the 
movement of cylinder inclusion in the following form 

 

                                         (2) 

where ; K1 is the first order Macdonald function; p is a parameter of 

Laplace-Karson transform; C and D are quantities to be defined. 
At movement of medium without breaking of the inclusion the boundary conditions give [2] 
 

                                          (3) 

 
Putting solution (2) at  in relation (3) we obtain 

 

                            (4) 

where f(p) is a function to be defined from the boundary condition. 
Putting expression (4) to solution (2), then to relation (1) we have 
 

                                                  (5) 
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where 
 

                   

 
On the boundary 0r r=  from relation (5) it follows 

 

 

                                         (6) 

 
Resorting to asymptotic approximations of Macdonalds functions by defining the function f 

from boundary condition, which leads to approximated fulfilment of boundary condition, we have 
exact solutions of wave equation in the domain of wave propagation respondent continuous 
movement of medium without breaking off the inclusion. We give the boundary condition 

 
                                                    (7) 

 
where V0 is constant speed of inclusion; H(t) is a unit Heaviside function. 

Taking in solution (6) 
 

 

 
and putting in (7), we have 

 

 

 
Whence we define 

 
 
Substituting the obtained expression for f in relation (5) and allowing for  we 

obtain 
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                             (8) 

 
On the boundary 0r r=  
 

 

 

                   (9)
 

 
Further, the originals of six members in expression (8) is to be defined. 
Allowing for originals 

 

 

 
we can determinate [3] 

 

 

 

                (10) 

 
where F is the first order total elliptic integral 
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 (11) 
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where П is the third order total elliptic integral, 

 

        

   

(12) 

 

                   (13) 
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Allowing for 
 

      (14) 

 

denoting , we finally obtain the speed expression 
  

                    

(15) 

 
 At 0r r=  the total elliptic integrals F and П contained in the expressions of the quantities 

A1 and A2 are connected with the relations 
 

 
 

 

 

                           (16) 

 
Subject to (16), solution (15) gets the form 
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                       (17) 

 
where  

 

 

 
At calculations the quantities k and n may be close to unit which leads to great values of elliptic 

operators and here the table can’t be used. Therefore, it is necessary to use the asymptotic formulae. 
We derive the asymptotic formula for n ∼ −1 

 

                                (18) 

 
at  or , where 
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Thus, the integrals containing containing singularities in integrand functions were reduced to 

elliptic integrals. 
For determination of circumferential speed vector component  in the last solution it is 

necessary to permute the quantities a and b. 
The construction of solution of the given problem responds to jump boundary condition with 

subsequent change of speed at time. The change of speed at time on the boundary  m/sec 
at b=1400 m/sec ; r0=10 m; r=100 m; 1000 m; 10000 m is shown on Fig.1. 

 

 
Fig. 1 

 
Analogously to the Duhamel principle from the obtained solutions we can formulate the 

solution respondent to boundary conditions close to real conditions. 
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Abstract 

Recently, a new virtual system (Internet) related to construction management has been 
innovated by a few academicians in the University of Salford/ UK. This system uses Information 
Technology (IT) as its base, in diverse construction and civil projects. The technology is applied, 
for the first time in the world, in full scale and in special manner, and has gained a lot of attention 
and positive results, both in quantity and quality. 

This subject has been based on how to use IT in construction industry and benefits by its 
advantages in connection to the related diverse professions in construction project. The paper will 
study the effect of use of IT in costruction industry and on the future world of construction. The 
necessity and barriers of applying IT in Iran’s construction industry will be also analyzed.  

However, the results suggest that even in advanced countries such as England, Using IT in 
construction industry is so far back from other industries and this is while specially in under 
development countries like Iran, the biggest part of investments is done in construction projects and 
the most companies and employees are working in this field.  

Key words: information technology, construct IT, Iran’s construction industry, TAKFA. 
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1-IT APPLICATIONS IN CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS 
Present age is called “Communication era”. By new communication & information tools the 

world has transformed to an “International village” and today every one who has more information 
is more powerful. 

Information Technology (IT) is a new field of knowledge that has influenced almost all of 
professions. This system is based on using “Internet” that provides accessing to the last datas in the 
minimum time in everywhere of the world. One of the best definition of Information Technology is 
as following: 

“IT is used to apply to everything having to do with computers, networking, and information 
systems. The "IT field" means the jobs and industry that surrounds configuring, installing, and 
keeping computers running. The term MIS (Management and Information Systems) is also 
frequently used. Most medium to large size companies have an IT or MIS department.”[14] 

Construction is an industry that relies on effective collaboration. The many organizations 
involved during the construction phase of a project rely on the effective exchange, retention and 
simple access to a wide range of information. Whether it is an Architect’s Instruction, a Technical 
Query or a Design Drawing, electronic project information exchange ensures accuracy, timeliness 
and an ability to quickly cross reference to other correspondence. This in turn prevents errors, 
unnecessary disputes and consequential delays. 

There is a wide range of project information suitable for electronic exchange. This includes 
such items as instructions, drawings, notices etc. Each type of item to be transferred would normally 
be allotted a specific code so as to be readily identifiable. 

There are many professions in a construction project that it is essential to exchange diverse 
informations between eachother rapidly and easily. Today, specially as the information quantity and 
the number of experts in a construction project is increasing and changing by the moment, the 
importance of a central system for leading and controlling them is much more than before. (Fig. 1) 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Diverse experts & central system in a construction project (University of Salford, 2000,13) 
  

On the other hand, IT can be used as an effective tool in all phases of preparing and executing 
construction projects such as selecting Designer and Contractor, transmission of drawings and other 
information by e-mail, buying and selling building materials and goods and receiving them on site, 
subcontractor and supplier enquiries, payments, e-tendering, project management and supporting 
and evaluating the executed project. 

The Internet is increasingly being used for electronic project management within the 
construction industry and has been shown to give timely, well integrated and effective project 
delivery. In leading firms in the construction industry, most staff now have unfettered access to the 
basic computing power and applications they require. Even the smallest firms are being forced to 
invest in IT, as they are expected to receive and deliver information digitally. Increased attention is 
being focused on ensuring staff use IT to best advantage. 
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2. BENEFITS OF USING IT IN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 

Cost savings and increased productivity are often cited as the main reasons for investment in 
IT. In practice, these are not the only, or even the primary, benefits resulting from effective use of 
IT. In a recent survey, 73 construction industry firms of many types and sizes stressed the 
importance of the following main benefits of using IT: [9, http://www.cica.org.uk/IT managers_IT 
briefing.pdf] 

• Presenting a better image to clients. 
• Providing a better quality product/service. 
• More effective external communication. 
• Improved access to and sharing of information. 
• Increased efficiency of task performance. 
• Faster/easier exploration of alternatives. 
• Improved analysis/design evaluation. 
• Better control of information. 
• Ability to impose order and implement standards. 
• Faster/more efficient cycling of information. 

As an example, Foster & Partners, an international firm of architects, designers and planners 
with over 400 employees around the world, implemented an Electronic Document Management 
system successfully. And while it was Installed initially for drawing archival purposes, the system 
has been extended in phases into other areas including the management of financial documents, the 
operation of a digital print/mail room, and intranet publication of documents. [9, 
http://www.cica.org.uk/briefing_notes.cfm] 

During 1997 the Construction Employer’s Federation supported the introduction of E-tendering 
into the Northern Ireland construction industry. The tendering for a 0.5 million pound project was 
done base on this system. Subsequent analysis carried out by the client has highlighted some of the 
potential benefits of electronic tendering from the client’s perspective. They estimate that the annual 
cost of producing, copying and distributing tender documents could be cut by 90% by adopting 
electronic exchange. Although this is the most tangible benefit, the client believes that far greater 
benefit will be derived from the impact of time saving throughout the tendering process, the 
elimination of transcription errors and the increased speed, confidence and effectiveness of bid 
analysis. [University of Salford, 2000, 22] 

Construction industry firms invest in IT mainly because of The need to remain competitive, 
Client expectations and requirements, Specific project needs, Increasing workload & Staff 
expectations. Using a web-based database as a centralized repository of project information has 
several distinct advantages, these include: [University of Salford, 2000, 13] 

• Reduced manual distribution costs 
• Integration of project information 
• Simple management of access rights 
• Document storage & archiving 
• Continuous access to project information 
• Minimal software required 

Recently, a research was done to determine the factors which are important in reaping IT 
benefits. The diagram below (Fig. 2) ranks the relative importance of factors that more than 50 % of 
respondents deemed were important or very important to reaping the benefits of IT.  

Responding to this survey, 85% of respondents identified “ensuring IT serves business need” 
as an important or very important factor in reaping the benefits of IT; 75% identified “Commitment 
from senior management”. These figures reflect the views of both the principals of smaller firms 
and the IT managers of larger ones. The two factors are both management related and intertwined. 
Also, 70% of the respondents to the survey identified “IT culture/staff awareness” as an important 
factor. IT culture generally refers to the practices and procedures that affect the way an organization 
functions, and staff perceptions and expectations of IT. [9, http://www.cica.org.uk/IT managers_IT 
briefing.pdf ] 
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Fig. 2. Factors important in reaping IT benefits (http://www.cica.org.uk/IT managers_IT 

briefing.pdf) 
 

Also, Other important benefits of using IT in construction process include: exploit new 
technology, keep up with new software features, improve management control and reporting, 
achieve greater integration, support process improvements, ensure business continuity, Access to 
the latest version of each issued drawing, almost instant transmission, only one copy of each 
drawing, getting exact information by individuals with access rights, registering the detail of people 
who have received and opened drawings. 

 
3. CONSTRUCT IT AS A NEW MANAGEMENT TOOL IN CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 

“Construct IT” is a new term that refere to use of Information Technology in construction 
industry & specially as a management tool for connecting diverse professions involved in a 
construction project. Construct IT can help to put key players of construction process in touch with 
eachother and enabling them to reap the benefits of collaboration. 

This subject has promoted mainly by Construct IT Centre at Salford university in UK in recent 
years. In summary, the mission statement for the centre has claimed as follow: 

“To be an effective enabling and co-ordinating force in the application of IT within the 
construction process as a contribution to innovation and development of best practice.” [11, 
http://www.construct-it.salford.ac.uk/ cit brochure.pdf ] 

Construct IT Centre has had a significant role in developing methods to improve the design, 
construction and maintenance of buildings. This has been done by determining a rolling vision for 
the next 5-10 years of how IT could be used in the construction industry, managed projects, 
awareness, different publications and guide notebooks, twice a year members meetings that 
disseminate information to them & gain valuable feedback, international links with similar 
organizations, innovation network, communications by a website, collaboration with other 
organizations & a whole- life education. 

The future use of IT in the construction industry along with the key players is shown in Fig.3. 
Construct IT is a new tool in contemporary millennium which can help fill gaps that appear and 
bring together parties from different parts of the industry. 
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Fig. 3. Future use of IT in the construction industry along with the key players 

(http://www.construct-it.salford.ac.uk/ cit brochure.pdf) 
 

 
4. BARRIERS OF APPLYING IT IN NEW MILLENNIUM CONSTRUCTION 

briefing & design are two important parts in a construction process and have unique influences 
on the final product. Historically, the construction industry concentrated upon taking the client’s 
brief and then acting directly upon it. Today, it is increasingly likely that the designer and other 
members of the team will be working with the client at stages prior to the formalisation of the brief. 
This means that different skills are called upon. 

Communication of complex and, possibly, competing needs and their interpretation into the 
beginnings of a workable design solution are some of the challenges faced in construction. Others are 
in embodying knowledge about design in ways which will reduce the sheer effort required to solve a 
particular problem and to enable better solutions to be sought. [University of Salford, 1996, 17] 

Recently, a study was done in UK on some organizations in the benchmarking of IT in briefing 
& design. 15 organizations took part in this research of which 4 were client- led organizations and 
11 were designer- led organizations. The client group were household names and the designer- led 
organizations were amongst the leaders in their field. 

Nine stages were identified as representing the briefing and design process: strategic analysis, 
client analysis, facilities analysis, statement of need, confirmation of need, functional brief, concept 
design, scheme design and detail design. 

The results showed a wide variation in performance in the use of IT across the briefing and 
design process. Performance during the earlier stages is far weaker than later in the process. In 
design, there is a long stablished use of IT which shows in the higher levels of use that are generally 
achieved. The weakest areas overall are in the middle. Translation of a client’s business needs into a 
workable solution is perhaps the area of greatest need for both a better understanding of the 
underlying process and the opportunities for IT. [University of Salford, 1996, 2] 

As another example, An extranet was used in a main English contractor company for a 60 
million pound commercial project in 2001. Extranet gave all members of the project team 
immediate access to the project documentation. they had internet access and a web browser. All but 
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some of the smallest of the firms involved were able to take advantage of this and over 30 
companies worked online. The online drawing Service Point was used to transmit drawings to their 
nearest local office and then deliver paper drawings by courier within hours for any company 
without internet access. Approximately 95% of project drawings were handled electronically, the 
exceptions included drawings from small specialist subcontractors such as metalwork where pencil 
sketches are still the main means of communicating. [9, http://www.cica.org.uk/ Extranet case study 
Project.pdf ] 

The results of this project & other similar case studies show that the use of the extranet in 
construction industry is mainly for drawings, notices and internal emails. Although many 
professions can participate in a Construct IT project and are too eager to solve related problems, but 
the whole process hasn’t yet been covered. 

Some technical problems are other barriers in using IT in construction projects. Adequate 
bandwidth communication lines can be an issue for data transfer particularly where drawings are 
concerned. The link between the site and head office can be by a modem dial up system with a 
medium speed (256 K). Of course most subcontractors use ISDN lines. This can be enough at first 
levels but as the planned use of collaborative extranets grows, communication bandwidth may have 
to be increased accordingly. 

It seems that main problems are often in smaller parties. And this is one of the most barriers of 
applying IT in construction projects. While a construction process involves more than 200 diverse 
professions & with different scales & knowledge, it is a main challenge to teach digital skills to 
specialists who haven’t even enough traditional literacy.  

 
5. INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY & IRAN’S CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 

Iran’s Information & Communication Application and Development Program (TAKFA) was 
approved as the first official document and strategy for developing IT in Iran in March 2002. in the 
appendix of TAKFA program, tasks of different ministries and organizations of country for 
applying IT are determined. 

Although it is referred to Commercial ministry, Environmental organization, Judgement 
ministry, Industries & Mines ministry & etc in this document, but unfortunately there is no refere to 
ministry of Housing & Urban development and its tasks. It seems that designers of this program 
have recognized no relationship between Construction industry & information technology! 

And this is while according to official statistics, the most companies in Iran (about 30.6%) 
have been registered in construction industry & related fields in 2001. in the table.1 the proportions 
of registered companies in different economic sectores of Iran are compared to each other. 

 
Table 1. Registered companies in Iran’s economic sectors (2001) [1, Hamshahri Newspaper, 2003, 8] 

 

Economic 
sector 

Agriculture 
 

Business 
& 

leasehold 

Wholesale 
trade & 
retail 

Industry 
sectore 

Building & 
construction

Transportation, 
warehousing & 
communication

Others

Proportion 
(%) 6.4 16.1 16.7 18.6 30.6 3.9 7.7 

 
The quantity of registered companies in diverse economic sectors is a key factor to determine 

the public trend & official role of a sector. And this means that specially many private companies & 
individuals prefer to fund in construction industry in Iran because they can gain more profits in 
shorter time & there are less risks in it. 

Also, the main focus in TAKFA program is on SMEs (Small to Medium Enterprises) so that 
they’ve named as fundaments of a dynamic development. This means that there is a paradox in this 
program; while the construction industry in Iran is mainly based on SMEs and has the most number 
of employees & registered companies, it’s gained the least attention! 
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6. CONCLUSIONS 
Today, because of the key role of construction industry, using Information Technology in this 

economic sector is a main indicator to evaluate development of every country. In spite of important 
applications & increasing benefits of using IT in construction process, the results show that even in 
advanced countries such as England, Using IT in construction industry is so far back from other 
industries & there is a long road to be travelled before its use could be described as widespread and 
routine. 

Specially, the main challenges are in use of IT in briefing and design as most important parts in 
a construction project. While the information flow between project participants is the key issue in 
bringing about integration between the different project life cycle stages, diverse researches suggest 
that briefing is not yet well addressed as an information problem. 

Attention needs to be paid to the earlier stages in the process where a client’s needs are 
articulated, interpreted and translated into a working design solution. Today, Construct IT is a new 
management tool which can support the interaction of project participants to converge on the best 
solution in the shortest time. 

Also, as there are many professions with diverse knowledge and scale in a construction process 
and specially they are increasing every day in new millenium, it will be so hard to participate all of 
them in an IT-based system. And as this is assumed to be the most important barrier of applying IT 
in construction projects, also it’s the best reason to recommend on a centralised repository of 
information and a web based project communication. 

Specially in under development countries like Iran that the biggest part of investments is done 
in construction industry and the most companies and employees are working in this field, research 
& fund in Construct IT will be so important both in saving time, costs & national economic 
progress and in introduction and promotion the opportunities and abilities to international funders & 
companies. 
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СОФТУЕРИ  ЗА  ПРОЕКТИРАНЕ  И  ВИЗУАЛИЗАЦИИ  
В  ЛАНДШАФТНАТА  АРХИТЕКТУРА 

 
Емил Галев1 

 
Резюме 

Статията обосновава ефективността на няколко конкретни стандартни софтуери в сферата 
на ландшафтно-архитектурното проектиране. Проследени са различните етапи в процеса на 
предпроектните проучвания и последващите ги фази на паркоустройственото, и съответно - на 
ландшафтноустройственото проектиране. Изяснена е практическата приложимост на някои 
софтуери като е започнато от изработването на векторните графики от “геометрията” на 
чертежите, а след това е анализиран процесът на тяхното окончателно техническо и естетично 
оформяне. Разгледани са и най-често използваните способи за визуализации в областта на 
парковото и ландшафтното проектиране. Доказано е, че не винаги най-новият софтуерен 
продукт е най-подходящият, а по-скоро този, с който може да се работи лесно и неговото 
използване да се усвои бързо. Подробното изучаване на всички съществуващи чертожни или 
растерно-редактиращи компютърни програми обикновено дава отрицателни резултати и не 
оставя време на специалиста да се усъвършенства в собствените си професионални умения, 
като видоизменя дори манталитета му и го довежда до нивото на технически изпълнител. 
Ключови думи: софтуер, проектиране, ландшафтна архитектура, визуализации. 

 
SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE FOR LANDSCAPING DESIGN PROJECTS 

 
Emil Galev 

 
Abstract 

The paper substantiates the effectiveness of some particular and conventional software in the field 
of landscape architecture design projects. The sequence of technical stages and steps during design 
process are tracked out. The practical applicability of a variety of software is cleared up. The primary 
graphic software for landscape architecture design projects are vector-CAD, solid-modeling, image-
editing, animation, vector-GIS and raster-GIS. A true geek would learn all six types of programme - 
but this would leave little time to become expert in design. Vector-CAD is probably the most widely 
used landscape graphic software at the present time. There are bolt-on additions tailored for landscape 
architects. There is also a GIS bolt-on. Landscape Architects played a major part in the development of 
GIS and, with a CAD bolt-on,  it is likely to become the most widely used  landscape graphic software. 
For photo-editing work landscape architects will continue to make use of image-editing software (eg 
Photoshop and Corel PHOTO-PAINT). These programmes encourage exploration of photomontage as 
a conceptual and graphic tool. For design, it is likely that solid-modeling and animation software (eg 3D 
Studio and Maya) will become increasingly important. They allow fast representation of design ideas. 
Key words: software, design, landscape architecture, visualization. 
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УВОД 
Проектирането в сферата на ландшафтната архитектура е многопластов и разнообразен 

по своята проблематика, търсения и използвани изразни средства процес. Особеностите и 
сложността на парковото и ландшафтно проектиране идват от необходимостта да се познават 
и владеят еднакво добре двете групи от фактори за изграждането на красива и функционална 
паркова среда. Това са: 

• биологичните фактори изразяващи се с декоративните дървета, храсти, цветя и треви, 
с техните биологични особености и екологични изисквания, и най-важното – със 
задължителната необходимост новопроектираните растения да бъдат подбрани, 
съчетани и използвани според релефните, хидроложките и почвено-климатичните 
условия на терена;  

• архитектурно-композиционните фактори определящи плановата структура на 
алейната мрежа, декоративните външни настилки, водните площи и ефекти, и отново 
декоративната паркова растителност, но този път вече като обемно-пространствена 
композиция на парковата среда или като масиви и ландшафтни групи определящи 
характера на лесопарковия пейзаж. 

 
МАТЕРИАЛ И МЕТОД 

Според (Mustapic et al. 2004) компютърните софтуери все повече навлизат в 
проектирането и вече са неотменна част от инструментариума на всеки един ландшафтен 
архитект. В своето доста пространно изследване (Hofmeister et al. 2000) стигат до извода, че 
във всички фази на проектирането графичните софтуери играят решаващата роля за 
постигане на по-голямо бързодействие при проектирането и по-високо техническо ниво на 
графичните материали като краен продукт на проектантския процес. (Witt et al. 1994) дори 
развиват тезата за влиянието на съвременните компютърни технологии и софтуерни 
продукти в методологията на проектирането. Според тях компютрите и софтуерите вече не 
са само технически помощник на проектанта, но и негов силен партньор в интелектуалния и 
мсловен процес, който непрекъснато се осъществява през всички фази на проектирането. 
При всики случаи софтуерите и тените все по-големи технически възможности са безспорен 
факт, който ясно показва какви ще са бъдещите тенденции в технологията на проектирането, 
а именно, както посочва (Bosch 2000) - софтуерните продукти помагат на проектантът да 
придобие за изклзчително кратко време професионална рутина, каквато в отминалите 
времена можеше да се придобие за доста по-продължителен период от време (от порядъка на 
десетилетия), през който професията да бъде активно упражнявана в реалния живот. 

 
РЕЗУЛТАТИ И ОБСЪЖДАНЕ 

Началото на проектантският процес в областта на ландшафтноустройственото и 
паркоустройственото проектиране обикновено се фиксира с възприемането на основната 
идея от страна на инвеститора или някоя друга одобряваща инстанция. В днешно време това 
възприемане или одобрение не се постига никак лесно и в повечето случаи е свързано с 
предварително изготвяне от страна на проектанта на графични материали за визуализация на 
проектната идея. Изготвянето на тези материали обаче се постига много лесно с помощта на 
два основни инструмента: 

• съвременната фотографска техника и фоторедактиращи софтуери (напр. Corel 
PHOTO-PAINT) дават възможност да се подготви много бързо подходящ снимков 
материал като основа (фиг. 1), върху която да се изразят по най-реалистичен и 
популярен начин проектантските идеи, с помощта на 

• софтуери за бърза визуализация, например. Complete Landscape Designer (фиг. 2), 
които притежават богати библиотеки с изображения на растения и малки 
архитектурни форми, текстури на настилки и подпорни стени и други паркови 
елементи. Това е напълно достатъчно за изготвянето на едно предварително 
хипотетично изображение на идеята, което дава възможност дори на 
неспециалистите в областта на ландшафтната архитектура да получат ясна представа 
за предлаганото проектно решение.  
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Фиг.1. Съединяване и обединяване на серия от последователни фотоснимки и създаване на 
панорамна снимка за проектирания обект в работната среда на Corel PHOTO-PAINT . 
 

 
 
Фиг.2. Разработване на предварителна визуализация на проектното решение за парковия 

обект в работната среда на Complete Landscape Designer. 
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След одобряването на проектантската концепция започва процесът на същинското 

проектиране. Тогава се използва някой графичен софтуер за изчертаването на геометрията на 
чертежа. Изготвянето на паркоустройствените проекти. най-често се извършва в работната 
среда на някой от многото CAD софтуери. В днешно време AutoCAD е най-широко 
използваният графичен софтуер от ландшафтните архитекти (фиг. 3). Произлязъл като 
компютърна програма за архитектурно чертане, този софтуер се разви много бързо и в много 
направления. Има специални допълнения направени за всяка една от инсталационните 
инженерни специалности, както и за ландшафтните архитекти. Има също така и GIS версии. 

 

 
 

Фиг.3. Изчертаване на плановата композиция  в AutoCAD. 
 
В съвременните условия на живот естетичното ниво на графичние материали е 

задължително условие за високата професионана компетентност и постигането му е свързано 
с използването на съответните софтуери. Съвсем ясно е, че за оцветяването и техническото 
оформяне на паркоустройствените чертежи са напълно достатъчни изразните средства и 
техническите възможности на споменатите вече графични софтуери. Непрекъснато 
засилващият се стремеж на проектантите ландшафтни архитекти към артистизъм и 
атрактивност на представените от тях графични материали, постепенно но трайно наложи 
използването на други специализирани по отношение на компютърния дизайн софтуери. 
През последните 10 години най-масово се използваше CorelDraw (фиг.4). Неговата много 
добра съвместимост и синхрон с AutoCAD го превърнаха в най-подходящият инструмент за 
естетично техническо оформяне на чертежите в сферата на паркоустройственото 
проектиране. В последните 2-3 години обаче се наблюдава все по-масово и по-успешно 
използване и  на Photoshop (фиг.5) за същата дейност. Неговото предимство се състои в 
неизчерпаемите възможности за използване на ефектни текстури за запълване и оцветяване 
на изертаните вече графични обекти. 
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Фиг.4. Техническо оформяне на чертеж в работната среда на CorelDraw. 
 

 
 

Фиг.5. Техническо оформяне на чертеж в работната среда на Photoshop. 
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Като най-висока степен на професионално умение в сферата на проектирането въобще и 
на ландшафтната архитектура в частност, се счита способността за изготвяне на 3D модели 
на представяните проекти. По тази причина софтуери като 3D Студио, Maya, CINEMA 4D и 
особено опростеният SketchUp ще продължават да имат извънредно важно значение. Те 
позволяват обемно и фотореалистично представяне на идеите на  проектанта и тяхното умело 
използване създава впечатление за задълбоченост и изчерпателност на проектната 
разработка.  

В сферата на териториалноустройственото и ландшафтноустройственото проектиране 
ГИС (географски информационни системи) софтуерите навлязоха в много широка употреба 
за последните 15-20 години. Ландшафтните архитекти в световен мащаб са изиграли много 
важна роля в развитието на ГИС технологиите. Сравнително лесният за използване ArcView 
(фиг.6 а-б), малко по-сложният ArcInfo и съвременните им версии (ArcGIS) боравят както с 
векторни така и с растерни обекти, използват образи от спътникови и други въздушни 
снимки и така затвърждават своето все по-широко приложение в сферата ландшафтната 
архитектура при проектирането на по-големи по обхват площни обекти. 

 

  
 

a) б) 
Фиг. 6 а) Изометрично изображение на терена постигнато с използването на ArcView б) 

Ландшафтноустройствена схема исработена в ArcView . 
 

ИЗВОДИ 
В съвременния все по-динамичен свят софтуерите позволяват на специалиста 

ландшафтен архитект да проектира с по-голяма мощност, гъвкавост и прецизност, да 
анализира и моделира съшествуващата околна среда. На настоящия етап постигането на по-
добра продуктивност, точност и бързина в проектирането на паркоустройствени и 
ландшафтноустройствените проекти се постига с помощта на няколко групи софтуерни 
продукти. С помощта на графичните софтуери се постигат трудно постижимите досега 
многовариантност и актуализация на проектните решения, и не на последно място - особено 
важната съгласуваност между ландшафтните архитекти и другите специалисти, които 
успоредно с тях участват в проектантския процес. 
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Abstract 

A review of papers, studied buckling problems of fiber reinforced composite laminated plates, 
composed by unidirectional layers, has been presented as a first step of the paper. Analyzing 
buckling problems of these composite plates show that in some specific design, as symmetrically 
stacked plates, for example the coupling effects of coefficients has been found. 

The aim of the work, presented is: to study of the effects of some parameters (fiber angle and 
plate aspect ratio for simply supported plates), characterized the composite symmetrically stacked 
laminated plates on the coupling coefficients and buckling load. 

Numerical algorithms and numerical FORTRAN programs, designed by authors of the paper, 
have been given as well. By these programs have been obtained curves, representing the change of 
coupling coefficients. Unidirectional composites - (CFRT/ HT, BFRP and GFRP) has been studied 
also. Comparison between these numerical results and experimental data in literature shows a very 
good agreement. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Unidirectional fiber reinforced composites (laminates) play an important role in many different 

applications in technique, civil engineering, aerospace etc. As the one of the reason for that, could 
be pointed out the fact that these so called smart materials possess extraordinary mechanical 
properties (high elasticity moduli, high strength, crack’s propagation stability), [1, 2].  

In that connection the study of different problems regarding these materials, have a great 
significance in science and engineering.  

Some of the works reflect the effects of geometry’s defects on strength, stiffness, and other 
mechanical characteristics of laminate composites. The influence of the effective elastic 
characteristics (Young’s moduli, Poisson’s ratio) on the fracture mechanics is also the subject of 
some papers. 

The aim of the work, presented below could be mentioned as follow: to study the effects of 
some parameters, characterizing composite symmetry plate for example fiber angle and plate aspect 
ratio on the coupling coefficients and buckling load. 

 
2. THE BACKGROUND 

Following [3, 4], we have the next formulas for reduced stiffness: 
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Here: E11 and E22 are longitudinal, transverse elasticity moduli, respectively G12 is the shear 
modulus and    12ν ,    21ν  are Poisson’s ratio, 
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The transformed reduced stiffness, [4], has the type: 
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Here Qij have been given in [3] and θ  is the fiber angle, Vf – fiber’s volume. 
Effective elastic characteristics of laminate composites, studying in the work have been 

presented in Table 1, below. 
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Table 1. Effective elastic characteristics of laminates, studied in paper 
 

Composite 
Laminate 

E11 
[GPa] 

E11 
[GPa] 

G12 
[GPa] 

12ν  Vf 

Glass/epoxy (I), [3] 38.24 11.413 3.442 0.285 0.5 

Boron/epoxy (II), [3] 206.7 20.67 6.89 0.3 0.5 

Graphite/epoxy (III), [3] 206.7 5.167 2.584 0.26 0.5 

Kevlar/epoxy (IV), [3] 45.8 16.2 6.6 0.32 0.5 

Laminate (V), work [4] 125 8.8 5.3 0.35 0.5 

 
Basing on the classical lamination theory the bending stiffness is determined by: 
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Here: N is the number of homogeneous layers of laminate, tk is the thickness of the kth layer and zk 
denotes the distance of its centroid from the reference surface. 

The effect of plate aspect ratio on the buckling load has been given by formula: 
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a, b are the values of geometry of rectangular plate, aspect ratio is: a/b; N x cr. is the buckling load 
with coupling. 
 
3. NUMERICAL ALGORITHM AND NUMERICAL FORTRAN PROGRAMS. 
NUMERICAL (THEORETICAL) RESULTS 

 
Following Section II, numerical algorithm and numerical Fortran programs, designed by 

authors have been presented. Numerical experiments, conducted give graphics, reflecting the effects 
of fiber angle on coupling coefficients (Fig. 1) and plate aspect ratio on the buckling load (Fig. 2.). 
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Fig.1. Coupling coefficients dependency on varying fiber angle 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.2. Bucking load versus plate aspect ratio; all edges simply supported. Comparison with 
Wiggenraad’s results, [6] 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 
In conclusions could be mentioned that the study developed, shows a good numerical results. 

Numerical programs work very easy and quickly and could be used for solving of similar problems, 
only by exchanging exit data (geometry and effective elastic characteristics of composite 
laminates). Also it is important to point out the fact that these programs have a universal and 
general character. In that connection these programs could be a very good tool in engineering 
practice, especially in civil engineering at study of different laminate composite plates.  
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Abstract 

An estimated 1.7 to 2.5 trillion barrels of oil are trapped in a complex mixture of sand, water 
and clay (News-2). The Alberta oil sands comprise 8-13% bitumen, 80-85% mineral matter, 
including sands and clay, and around 4-6% water. Fine tailings are a byproduct of the oil sands 
extraction process. After bitumen is extracted from the oil sands with hot water, oil companies 
pumps the leftover, called tailings, which is a mixture of water, sand, silt and fine clay particles to 
the settling basin. What makes tailings management so difficult is the amount of time it takes for 
fine tailings to settle. After a few years they reach the consistency of runny toothpaste, but it takes a 
few centuries for them to reach the consistency of soft clay. The University of Alberta, Oil Sands 
Tailings Research Facility (OSTRF) was designed and built to help the industry to develop 
innovative approaches for oil sands tailings treatment. This paper represents a methodology that 
involves 3D solid modeling to assist in the design process of the OSTRF, while accounting for 
space constraints. Two challenges are presented in this paper to illustrate the effectiveness of the 
proposed methodology. Both design challenges relate to limited available space; however, each is 
distinctive and requires a different approach. 

Key words: oil sands, tailings, 3-D solids, space optimization, design, simulation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Conventional crude oil is either pumped from the ground or flows naturally; however oil sands 

can not be extracted from reservoirs by means of conventional oil wells and pumps. Currently, oil 
extraction from oil sands is performed mainly by two methods: In-situ, which is used for bitumen 
deposits buried too deep (more than 70m); and transporting by trucks, which is used for deposits 
located near the surface. Fine tailings are byproduct of the oil sands extraction process (Cymerman 
G., 2003). After bitumen is extracted from the oil sands with hot water, the Syncrude pumps the 
leftover mixture of water, sand, silt and fine clay particles is pumped to the settling basin (web-1). 
The fast-settling sand particles are used to construct mounds, dikes and other stable deposits. The 
leftover muddy liquid, consisting of slow-settling clay particles and water, are the fine tailings. 
What makes tailings management so difficult is the amount of time it takes for fine tailings to settle. 
After a few years they reach the consistency of runny toothpaste, but it takes a few centuries for 
them to reach the consistency of soft clay. The other challenge is the volume of fine tailings to 
manage; by 2025 some companies will have produced an estimated one billion cubic meters of fine 
tailings (web-1). Environmental concerns about fine tailings focus on the sheer volume involved 
and their fluid nature. To address these concerns, Syncrude is working in collaboration with 
government, industry and university scientists to either incorporate fine tailings into stable, coarse 
sand deposits or solidify them by squeezing out more water. The aim is to develop a number of 
options that companies can use to reduce the accumulation of fine tailings. There are two known 
methods use for treatment of tailings (web-1). 

Composite Tailings - In this technique, gypsum and dense fine tailings from the settling basin, 
are added to the fresh tailings slurry. This causes the clays to aggregate and the slurry viscosity to 
increase. Upon deposition, natural segregation processes are reversed and the fine solids, coarse 
solids and water stay together forming a deposit very much like thick soup and requiring 
containment. Clean water quickly seeps to the surface and runs off. With the release of water, the 
deposit becomes denser, until eventually a solid material is formed and the containment structures 
become redundant. The released water is recycled wherever possible. In regards to site restoration, 
this technique will leave either a wetlands, grasslands or treed topography. Paste Technology - 
Paste technology rapidly dewaters the fine tailings stream to produce a paste-like material which is 
still pumpable. The technique requires synthetic flocculants to achieve rapid settling of dense fine 
solids aggregates, a deep bed thickener to promote self weight consolidation in the settled solids and 
dewatering channels to relieve the excess pore pressures, hence forming the paste. Upon 
discharging the paste deposit forms a slope and gains strength. The thickener overflow is recycled 
to the plant. This technique is relatively new and has been applied successfully in other industries 
such as dewatering red muds produced in the aluminum industry. Research is underway to 
determine the parameters for its application in the oil sands. The paste would be incorporated within 
the coarse tailings deposits. 

Three dimensional applications have proven records of success in assisting construction 
industry. They provide useful information at many sectors in construction fields. Some of them are 
used to analyze and test crane towers (Al-Hussein.at al. 2005) and for building construction using 
tilt-up-panel method (Manrique J. at al. 2005), (Moselhi, at al 2004). 

The University of Alberta established an off-campus Oil Sands Tailings Research Facility 
(OSTRF) to develop innovative approaches for oil sands tailings treatment, to attract world-class 
students and researches, and to train highly qualified scientists, engineers and technicians. 

OSTRF was designed and built to help the industry to develop innovative approaches for oil 
sands tailings treatment. It is located at the Devon Research Facility, which is shared by the Alberta 
Research Council and the federal government's CANMET Energy Technology Center (News-1). 
Existing space was adopted from the Coal Research Facility, which was built over two decades ago. 
Fig. 1 shows the Devon Facility's structure and limited space under its mezzanine. 
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Fig. 1. Existing facility structure 
 

Fig. 2. Model facility with proposed equipment 
 
The design started from modeling the facility and the proposed equipment. It allowed the team 

members to efficiently set-up the preliminary layout. Visualization and real-time modification of 
sizes and shapes made this important task clear to all participants. During the design stage when all 
aspects of volumes and sizes for the equipment were clarified, team members closely monitored the 
safety requirements for the whole process. 

The mezzanines were originally designed to carry heavy loads and its clearance above the main 
floor is only 3.05 m (10 ft), which for most of the proposed equipment wasn't sufficient. Main 
columns in the layout are at the perimeter of the suggested area, but secondary support beams are in 
the middle of the facility. Due to the space constraints and the amount of the equipment needing to 
be located, the, U of A Design Committee decided to make a physical model of the facility and the 
equipment. Modeling all the components allowed the group to create several preliminary layouts for 
a better understanding of the situation. Engineering company, which uses CATIA (3D CAD 
software), was chosen to model the existing facility. Walls, beams, columns and the floor were 
modeled in 3D (Fig. 2). Limited information about the space of the building was available through 
drawings, so physical measurements had to be taken. When the facility was modeled in the system, 
the next step was to locate the proposed equipment (as rough block models) in the available space. 
At this stage, the Design Committee members were able to quickly visualize and understand the 
future laboratory settings and decide how to proceed with the development. Many modifications 
were introduced to satisfy all interested parties and owners of the building. The aim was to avoid 
costly modification to the existing structure. The owners raised safety concerns and as a result a 
safety corridor connecting different parts of the facility was incorporated. Committee members 
though skeptical about using 3D modeling, witnessed the benefits of the technology especially after 
witnessing the ease of the instant modification. Different arrangements and sizes of the equipment 
were tested. This phase and the proposed visualization method were inexpensive and brought 
tangible results. All stake holders were convinced and the proposed methodology was successfully 
implemented (Olearczyk J., 2000). 

 
2. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

A pilot project can be described as a set of blocks representing steps in an operation and its 
processes. Fig. 3 shows the proposed methodology's main process. The Input parameters include 
information, which is necessary to develop new equipment and assisting components, such as 
standards, regulations and specifications which the designer has to follow and base all criteria for 
the project. Other information such as the location, availability of space and constraints are also 
crucial data to be considered. In addition supplier's equipment data are important and must be 
included as well. The Main Process represents activities which are performed directly to create 
specific parts, subassemblies and assemblies of the proposed equipment (Niaz, at. al. 2004). Based 
on all input information, future machineries are virtually present in the system. These virtual models 
can be modified, analyzed, simulated and stored for collaboration between all interested parties. The 
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main process tasks are time consuming, but if equipment is precisely designed and tested at this 
stage, they can be used in different variations for many other purposes. The Criteria are constraints, 
usually related to regulations and standards, but specific to the particular application. This section 
includes customer limitations as well as suppliers equipment restraints. Project uniqueness could 
define many other criteria aspects such as environmental, safety or ergonomics constrains. Each 
project is different and has limitations; however, almost identical layouts could differ in some other 
areas. The Output section includes all the data that could be extracted from the solid models and 
used for physical equipment creation (fabrication drawings). This main purpose of the project scope 
follows other information, which in some cases could be even more important than the actual 
drawings. Detailed analysis of forces and constraints inside designed parts or assemblies provide the 
designer and the owner with virtual working conditions for the equipment. If certain criteria are not 
met the particular part is redesign and tested again. Kinematics and simulation operations of 
assemblies or subassemblies allow designers and owners to test designed equipment for 
interferences. The designer can also create pictures in many different formats, store movies of the 
simulation or kinematics operations create Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machine paths or 
generate layouts and Bill of Materials. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Main methodology process 
 
3. DESIGN CHALLENGE 1- COMPOSITE TAILS TANK LOCATION 

The OSTRF project included several different components such as settling columns, agitated 
and non-agitated tanks, flumes and a rotary mixer. One of these components was a Composite Tails 
(CT) tank where slurry is agitated during operation. The process engineer decided to use a Hayward 
Gordon agitator with parameters that exactly matched the process requirements and was affordable. 
Fig. 4 shows the gearmotor support, gear case and motor assembled vertically. The impeller and 
shaft didn't play any role in the design height since these portions of the agitator are located inside 
the CT tank. The distance from the support to the top of the motor is 1.04 m (40.6 in) including the 
length of the HRFX-75-614 HG agitator. The original CT tank height was 2 m (78.74 in). Together, 
these two reach a height of 3.03 m (119.3 in). Also an additional 0.15 m (6-in) skid height and 1 to 
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2 inches of height (to account for the slope of the floor) will have to be considered; all these 
distances account for a total height of 3.23 m (127 in). In the existing facility, electrical conduits are 
already located at 2.77 m (108.9 in) above the main floor. Having interference between the agitator 
and the existing electrical conduit at the proposed location in Fig. 5 was not acceptable. Due to the 
limited space, several solutions were discussed, including replacing the agitator or reducing the tank 
height. One option had a process engineer recalculate the tank capacity and lower the error of 
margin and reduce the height of the tank to 1.5 m (59.10 in) without effecting the process design 
capacity requirements. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Composite tank specifications 

 

 
 
Fig. 5. Interference agitator with electrical conduit

 
Fig. 6. Interference after redesign 

 
After redesigning the tank and relocating the agitator, the interference problem still existed 

(Fig. 6), since the tank's height wasn't reduced enough. Positioning the tank on the skid was needed 
in order to place the Moyno pump closer to the other pump (from the next skid) to ensure that the 
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connected piping and piping support would be run between located equipment in the orderly 
manner. At this point, reducing the CT tank height was not possible, since it would negatively affect 
the process performance. Rotating the skid was considered during the design review to avoid the 
conflicts with the conduit; however, this change would require changing the was less expensive 
(Fig. 7). 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. No collision tank position 
 

Fig. 8 Modeled conveyor unit 
 
The CT tank is one of the most important equipment in the whole process. In this tank, precise 

amount of coagulant have to be added during the process since more equipment has to be located 
above or near this vessel. The Alberta Research Council (ARC) donated a small conveyor feed from 
its coal operation, which closely matched the case requirements. This conveyor was reconditioned 
and modeled to fit on the tank. The process required continuous addition of small amounts of 
coagulant during operation. Purchasing the equipment that provides the desired function for the 
process was also considered. Reconditioning the donated equipment was validated as a cost-
effective option when compared with the purchasing cost of the new equipment (approx. $35,000 
CAN).  

However, cost was the main factor in reconditioning the unit. The ability to design the unit’s 
exact spot on top of the tank was also a factor for choosing the old unit (Fig. 8). The coagulant 
feeder has to have special support to hold the designed hydrocyclone prototype. All assembly has to 
be located on the top of the CT tank for the conveyor unit to properly dispense coagulant and for 
hydrocyclone to discharge inside the tank. Components for this configuration were properly 
modeled and located with manufacturing tolerances on top of the CT vessel. Without the access to a 
proper modeling tool this assembly would have happened in a physical trial-and-error process, 
which is a time consuming effort.  

 

 
 

Fig. 9. CT Tank assembly 
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Model pictures were useful during the design meetings. All participants were verbally 
informed about the changes and pictures were provided to visualize these changes. Concerns were 
immediately resolved and new suggestions and solutions were instantly implemented. Once 
corrected, the process moved to the next task and the group never had to come back to the same 
problem. The system was commissioned and the assembly was performed to specification.  
 
4. DESIGN CHALLENGE 2- SETTLING COLUMNS LOCATION 

The same OSTRF project had another area were limitation of space was a factor in the 
redesign. The settling columns of polyurethane 0.61 m (24 in) pipes were positioned vertically to 
provide high liquid head for the settlement particles. This reclamation equipment provides 
descending time information for different-sized grains. Monitoring and sampling points needed to 
be established at certain intervals. This research is done over a period of several years because the 
finest elements settle very slowly. Equipment height is important since more sampling points can be 
placed vertically. There are already two pipe columns 10 m (32.8 ft) height columns at the 
University of Alberta that the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering uses for 
different research. At the beginning, the design team understood the specific situation for the 
OSTRF project and certain compromises had to be made to give scientists tools to provide similar 
or better results. 

 

  
 

Fig. 10. Proposed pipe location 
 

Fig. 11. Settling columns skid 
 
From the previous calculations and the computer modeling, the maximum length for the 0.61 m 

(24 in) diameter pipe could only reach 4.7 m (15.4 ft). The process engineer and design committee 
agreed to proceed with the design even when the desired pipe couldn't reach half the size of the 
university pipe columns. The proposed settling columns were placed in the open area of the facility 
and would be attached to the mezzanine floor to provide top access to pipes. Fig. 10 shows a 
preliminary layout of pipes located separately. They were placed apart because the platform was 
meant to provide access for future sampling points. The picture was created directly from the solid 
model to provide visual explanation of the proposed equipment. However, the designer placed the 
pipes in a different location, where the design team discussed the pros and cons of maintenance, 
accessibility to other equipment and safety in relation to the position and the configuration. 

The intention of the design was to fully utilize the mezzanine floor to provide access not only 
to the top of the settling columns, but also to the sampling and monitoring points. Placing the pipes 
apart gave enough space to manipulate the solid content sampler, which is long and very delicate. 
When redefining sampling holes in the pipes; the engaging and disengaging of the sampler were 
directly simulated on the solid model. The results from this action provided information on how the 
operator could maneuver the sampler directly in and out from the valve point. The operation wasn't 
fully efficient and the design had to be modified. This configuration also used large floor space, 
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which was not acceptable, and major modifications had to be implemented. Equipment was moved, 
rotated and resized. Skid assembly was redesign to make the unit more compact and more 
functional. Different positions of columns were evaluated as well as sampling and monitoring 
points, sizing supporting skid and access platform. The full assembly unit was created and presented 
for evaluation to a team of professionals for their input and suggestions (Fig. 11). Supporting 
columns were relocated and placed just behind supporting the mezzanine structure column. This 
operation freed space and made the design more "likeable" and functional. Using the "manikin" 
model, which is available directly in the software user (CATIA), helped properly localize the access 
platform, where the operator can reach all the sampling points either from the main floor or the 
platform. 

Every time a designed subassembly was finish and located in the main assembly model it was 
documented and an interference check was performed. Also manipulating the "manikin" solid 
around the models allowed the team quickly spot deficiency of space for human access. For 
example, when the operator uses a direct entry point to the platform from the mezzanine floor, it 
had to be bended to avoid conflict with the duct pipe. This wasn't acceptable for safety reasons and 
modification had to be made. This modification cost free, allowed remodeling of the access point to 
the platform from the main floor (Fig. 12). 

 

  
 

Fig. 12. Modified settling column skid 
 

Fig. 13. Fabricated settling column skid 
 
The manufacturer's representative was particularly happy with this solution as no modifications 

to the existing structure (railings) needed to be made. Any modification to the existing structure 
created bureaucracy where the building owner's permission was required. When all the parties were 
satisfy with the assembly design and layout, manufacturing drawings were created for fabrication 
and commercial items purchasing decisions were decided. The assembly also created space for 
placing and running piping, instrumentation and connections between components. The electrical 
contractor could also visualize and design major conduits for pump motors and other necessary 
instruments. Placing settling columns at near the major structure column benefited the contractor, 
because running pipes across the facility, gives "natural" support for feed pipes. As all members of 
the design team expressed during the process, the discussions regarding the problems of the design 
wouldn't be effective if it weren't for the pictures, models and simulations created directly on solid 
modeling. The time saved and quality of the work was immeasurable. Settling columns were tested 
and approved by the owner (Fig. 13). All members of the design team and the owner were confident 
that the presented design will provide tool for future project. The full-scale solid model made all the 
stakeholders confident to approve the drawings for fabrication. 
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5. CONCLUSION 

This paper represented a methodology that involved solid models to analyze a complex design 
within constrained space. The proposed methodology proved to be effective and eliminate guess 
work. Providing the user with an optional on-screen analysis for "what if” scenarios, before 
fabrication, eliminate on-site errors. The utilization of the 3D software (Catia) with all of its 
essential features was of value to the implementation of the proposed methodology. The 
methodology was tested in a number of challenging case studies, two of which presented in this 
paper. Users of this methodology include owners, designers, practitioners or contractors; were in 
addition, the proposed method lends itself to become a tool for teaching at the universities. 
Presented methodology is limited to the fact that was mainly used on the basis of visualization on 
the computer screen; algorithms that involve finite element analysis and optimization model have 
moved the knowledge to scientific approach. 
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ИНТЕГРИРАНА CAD СРЕДА В НОВАТА ВЕРСИЯ  
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Пламен Чобанов1 

 
Резюме 

Кратък анализ на възможностите на програмната система PC Проектант. Разглеждат се 
идеите за успоредна работа с познатите модули на програмната система и тяхното 
автоматично интегриране с универсалните възможности на една пълно функционална CAD 
среда. Начините и връзките на основата на тези идеи са реализирани в новата версия на 
програмната система.  

 
 

INTEGRATED CAD SYSTEM IN THE NEW VERSION 
OF PC PROEKTANT 

 
Plamen Chobanov 

 
Abstract 

The talk offers a brief analysis of the functionality of PC Proektant program. We explore the 
enhancement that is built in the preexisting modules of the program and their seamless integration 
with the universal functionality of CAD environment. The methods and the plug ins that were 
developed so far are implemented in the new version of the program. 
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1. КРАТЪК АНАЛИЗ НА ВЪЗМОЖНОСТИТЕ НА PC ПРОЕКТАНТ 
PC Проектант е съвременна автоматизирана програмна система, предназначена за 

строителни инженери-конструктори, която отговаря на най-високите съвременни стандарти в 
програмирането и е изцяло съобразена с нуждите на проектирането в България. 

Последните версии на програмната система са базирани върху началните идеи за 
автоматизирано проектиране, чийто разработка започна под DOS преди двадесетина години. 
Последната версия 13+ е изцяло преработена, като се премахнати всякакви софтуерни 
ограничения и е допълнена с поредица от нови възможности, една от които е интегрираната 
CAD среда. Авторите са вложили акумулирания конструктивен и програмистки опит, както и 
всички перспективни предложения, събирани през изминалите години от потребители-
проектанти. 

 

 
 
Програмната система PC Проектант със своята мощ и изключителни функционални 

възможности притежава някои ключови предимства: 
• съобразена с традициите на проектирането в България; 
• позволява автоматично генериране на чертежите и собствена CAD среда; 
• бързина – увеличаване скоростта на проектиране десетина пъти в сравнение с 

другите методи; 
• лекота и удобство при работа – Help, превъзходен интерфейс; 
• гарантира надеждност, без да ограничава свободата на действие на конструктора 

и възможността му да взима творчески решения; 
• осигурява увеличена ефективност и огромно нарастване на 

конкурентоспособността. 
Модулната дървовидна организация на програмната система се запазва (т.е. за работата 

на всяко ниво се изисква информация само за текущото такова). Проектантът може да работи 
с цялата конструкция, със самостоятелни обекти или с отделни модули независимо. Условно 
модулите в програмната система са групирани на общи, хоризонтални обекти, вертикални 
обекти, базови, за изчертаване, материали, служебни и помощни. 
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Общи модули 

 
Вход на обекти – въвеждане на цялата конструкция в 3D или на отделни обекти 
(кофражни планове, плочи по МКЕ, рамки, шайби и др.). 

 
Генерация на мрежа – автоматична генерация на мрежа от триъгълни крайни 
елементи с възможности за редактирането ù. 

Хоризонтални обекти 

 
Кофражен план – изчисляване на полета и греди с последващо автоматично 
прехвърляне на товарите между елементите. 

 
Плочи по МКЕ – модул за изчисление на фундаментни, етажни и смесени плочи 
по МКЕ. 

 
Изключване на опън – изключва опъна при кос натиск под произволен или 
произволни контури. 

 
Оразмеряване на сечения – оразмеряване (косо огъване, кос натиск и кос опън) на 
произволно или произволни сечения по БДС и EuroCODE. 

Вертикални обекти 

 
Сеизмично изследване – провежда сеизмично изследване на сгради по Норми '87. 

 
Гредостени – изчисляване на гредостени с триъгълни крайни елементи с три 
неизвестни във възел. 

 
Рамки – изчисляване на рамки, възможност за комбиниране на разрезните усилия 
с достигане до обвивка за необходимата армировка върху рамката. 

 
Общо оразмеряване – формиране на таблица на нивата. Таблично оразмеряване на 
колони по нива, шайби и рамки от сеизмично изследване. 

Базови модули 

 
Оразмеряване – изчислява стоманобетонно сечение на огъване, срязване, 
усукване, натиск, опън, кобилици и комбинации от тях. 

 
Провисване – изчислява стоманобетонно сечение (правоъгълно, плочогредово, 
обратно плочогредов, 2Т-сечение. 

 
Полета – изчислява четиристранно и тристранно (с конзола) подпрени полета, 
едностранно армирани и конзолни. 

 
Греди – изчислява непрекъснати греди с конзолен, свободен и запънат край. 
Възможност за преразпределение при промяна на опорните моменти.  

 
Фундаменти – изчислява бетонни и стоманобетонни единични фундаменти, 
симетрично и несиметрично (калкан, ъгъл) развити. 

Модули за изчертаване 

 
Кофражен план – генерира “класически” кофражен и армировъчен план. 
Спецификация на армировка, таблица с фигури за заготовката ù. 

 

Греди – генерира решени преди това греди в чертеж 
Спецификация на армировка, таблица с фигури за заготовката ù. 
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Плочи по МКЕ – генерира “безгредов” кофражен и армировъчен/зони план. 
Контрол на продънването. Спецификация на армировка, таблица с фигури за 
заготовката ù. 

 
Гредостени – генерира кофражен и армировъчен/зони план. Спецификация на 
армировка, таблица с фигури за заготовката ù. 

 
Детайли – създава библиотека с визуално програмирани и параметрично 
обвързани детайли за последващо добавяне към чертежи. 

Модули за материали 

 
Бетони – база данни от 50 класа (B) бетони с възможност за въвеждане, триене и 
редактиране на всяка въведена характеристика. 

 
Стомани – база данни от 50 класа (А) стомани с възможност за въвеждане, триене 
и редактиране на всяка въведена характеристика. 

 
Профили – преглед на въведени стандарти/категории профили по видове/групи. 

 
Температури – изчислява температурни полета по МКР за зададен детайл или 
разрез на конструкция. 

Служебни модули 

 
Преглед графика-ревю – модул за 3D преглед (схема, опори, натоварване, 
диаграми, изолинии, повърхнини и др.). 

 
Преглед на текст – диалог за автоматично преглеждане или редактиране на 
текстов файл. 

 
Принтер – модул за графичен преглед и разпечатване на кадри и резултати 
(текстови файлове). 

 
Калкулатор – програмируем и обикновен калкулатор за проектанта-конструктор. 

 
Армировка (n/ф) – диалог за преглед и контрол на въведена армировка (площ, 
cm2), като функция на бройките и диаметъра (ф, mm). 

 
Сорт – автоматично стръскване размера или замяна (редактиране) на стрингове 
във файл за постигане на по-икономичен размер на файла. 

 
CAD – CAD среда и import/export на DXF/DWG файлове. 

Помощни модули 

 
Система за поддръжка нивото на достъп на потребителите за съответната 
инсталация. 

 
Мултимедия – филми за обучение на работа със системата – 6 часа. 

 
Вътрешен Task. 
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В зависимост от конкретните проектантски задачи системата позволява различни 
подходи при решаването им. Конструктора преценява дали е по-ефективно да въведе 
конструкцията като 3D, отделни обекти от нея (кофражи, рамки, земетръс и др.) или да 
работи с отделни независими елементи от тези обекти (полета, греди оразмеряване и др.). 
Той решава дали системата да разглежда дадено поле с правилна или неправилна форма като 
класическо (четиристранно, тристранно, еднопосочно армирано, конзола) или то да се 
изчисли по МКЕ. Евентуалните подходи при решаването на тези проблеми са свързани както 
с разнообразието на средствата (модулите), така и с възможните връзки между тях. 

 
2. ИНТЕГРИРАНЕ НА СЪЩЕСТВУВАЩИТЕ МОДУЛИ С CAD СРЕДА 

С развитието на програмната система през годините и на база обратната връзка с 
проектантите – конструктори се увеличаваше и кръга от задачи, които тя бе в състояние да 
реши. Пред авторите естествено започнаха да стоят въпросите за окончателно затваряне 
кръга по част конструкции. На основата на крехките традиции в чертането на “компютър”, бе 
разработена пълно функционална CAD среда, чийто свойства поради ограничения обем тук – 
няма да разглеждаме. 

Основният проблем на който бихме искали да се спрем е идеите и реализацията на 
връзките между вече съществуващите модули на системата и новата CAD среда. 

На първо място бихме разгледали основния масов подход за обмен на информация 
(чертежи) на база известен (подържан) стандартен файлов формат, примерно DXF. Този 
подход дава свобода и независимост при работа за напреднали потребители, но крие и 
редица проблеми като: несъвместимост на версии, грешки при филтри за конвертиране и не 
на последно място допълнителни лицензи за използуваните други програмни продукти. 
Разбира се, авторите са подсигурили и поддържат тази възможност за своите потребители. 

 

 
 
Друг реализиран интересен подход е двете среди да работят върху един прозорец (DC). 

За потребителят – проектант този подход е твърде удобен, защото той работи така, както би 
работил проектанта върху своя чертеж с различни средства. Могат да се съчетават 
синхронизирано обекти от двете среди автоматизирано. При този подход имаме бързо 
(мигновено) прехвърляне от среда в среда, но липсва възможност за работа (прихващане – 
snap, местене, копиране и др.) с обектите на алтернативната среда. В програмната система 
тази възможност е реализирана, като – 1 Link - Total Lock: 
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Друг интересен, но и известен в CAD системите подход е 
присъединяването на външен чертеж, като вмъкнат блок към 
тях (Xref block/object). Този подход също е реализиран в 
програмната система, като – 2 Link - Drawing Lock: 

Тук синхрона между обектите се обуславя генетично от 
самата CAD среда. Прехода към CAD средата е забавен, но 
има възможност за прихващане – snap на преди това 
генерирани обекти от PCP средата. 

Третата, най-атрактивна връзка предлагана от 
програмната системата е 3 Link - Block Lock: 
При тази връзка прехода към CAD средата е забавен, но 
потребителят получава определен комфорт при съвместната 
работа между двете среди. Пълни възможности за 
прихващане – snap на преди това генерирани обекти от PCP 
средата. Възможности за автоматично прехвърляне 
(копиране) на обекти (полета, греди, колони, оси, армировка, 
зони, детайли и др.) генерирани в PCP средата към CAD 
средата. Реално, този подход дава възможност всичко 
постигнато, като графични възможности в PCP средата да 
може да се прехвърля и обработва в CAD средата в процеса 
на работа, което дава изключителен акомулативен ефект 
върху производителността на потребителят – проектант. 

 

 
 
Пример за едновременна работа с две среди PCP и CAD, върху един прозорец. 
 

3. ИЗВОДИ 
1. Съхранени са традициите на работещите с продукта, а оттам и общо за проектирането 

в България. 
2. Елегантната реализация на горе разгледаните идеи дава нови възможности за 

окончателно завършване (в папки) на част конструкции. 


